Figure

Middle English (in the senses 'distinctive shape of a person or thing', 'representation of something material or
immaterial', and 'numerical symbol', among others): from Old French figure (noun), figurer (verb), from Latin figura
'shape, figure, form'; related to fingere 'form, contrive'.Examples of figure in a Sentence. These example sentences are
selected automatically from various online news sources to reflect current usage of the word 'figure.' Views expressed in
the examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors.figure definition: 1. the symbol for a
number or an amount expressed in numbers: 2. between 1 and 9/between 10 and 3. the shape of the human body, or
a.The appearance or impression made by the conduct or career of a person. He cut a sorry figure standing there in the
rain. (obsolete) Distinguished appearance; magnificence; conspicuous representation; splendour; show. A human figure,
which dress or corset must fit to; the shape of a human body.Synonyms: outline, form, shape, shadow More Synonyms
of figure. 5. countable noun. In art, a figure is a person in a drawing or a painting, or a statue of a person. a life-size
bronze figure of a brooding, hooded woman.Synonyms for figure at bloggerchirag.com with free online thesaurus,
antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for figure.Figure may refer to: A shape, drawing, depiction, or
geometric configuration Figure (wood), wood appearance; Figure (music), distinguished from musical motif.While the
content of the figure> element is related to the main flow, its position is independent of the main flow, and if removed it
should not affect the flow of the.If not provided, a new figure will be created, and the figure number will be
incremented. The figure objects holds this number in a number attribute. If num is .Figure definition, a numerical
symbol, especially an Arabic numeral. See more.-For World excluding Eu/UK Booking: CChapman@paradigmagency.
Evansville. Tracks. Followers. Stream Tracks and Playlists from Figure on.The latest Tweets from FIGURE
(@ImFigure). Booking - cchapman@ bloggerchirag.com Management - Noah@bloggerchirag.com Pre Save my
upcoming ep.The HTML figure element represents self-contained content, frequently with a caption (figcaption), and is
typically referenced as a single unit.Complete your Figure collection. Discover what's missing in your Figure
discography. Shop Figure Vinyl and CDs.Figure will have anyone making music within seconds yet is deep enough for
Share your music on Allihoopa and let others remix or develop in Figure and.Figures. Documentation and examples for
displaying related images and text with the figure component in Bootstrap. Anytime you need to display a piece
of.bloggerchirag.com San Diego Comic-Con Coverage July 17, unnamed (6 ) SDCC New Hasbro Marvel Figure
Reveals July 21, DSCNfigure> groups elements representing or containing graphic information such as an illustration,
formula, or figure. [ Specific Elements for Graphic Images].3 days ago We've seen several figures for NieR: Automata's
2B and 9S, and Square Enix shared a look at the very first figure for YoRHa Type A No. 2, a.k.a.The latest fashion in
sizes Shop Fashion to Figure for trendy, affordable plus size women's clothing specifically designed to flatter your
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